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Outlining the Definitional History of Technical Writing
Through Contemporary Scholarly Voices
Joseph Brasher
Department of English
Abstract – The history of technical writing is well
established, but the history of its definition is not.
Technical writing as practiced today is a far narrower
category than what was considered technical writing
mere decades ago. One cannot easily trace this organic
focusing of definition back directly to individual
thinkers and scholars. Despite this, individualized
historical arguments on technical writing remain
useful in demonstrating a pattern of evolving academic
thought on the subject. Using selected accounts from
conference presentations and scholarly articles
published from the 1960s to the 1980s, this paper
argues that, over time, technical writing’s definition
narrowed from covering all texts on technical topics to
defining a specific rhetorical category characterized
by clarity, flexibility, and- a proximity to the technical
fields. Contemporary articles demonstrate that this
more exact definition brought with it , a new academic
appreciation for technical writing as a legitimate and
freestanding field of writing.
Technical Writing, as a discipline of writing,
is both deeply old and relatively new. Writers have
performed the essential practice since ancient history,
but the discipline only received its name around the
time of the World Wars, when the form of writing
became useful for its clear, succinct style and its
practicality in the science, technology, engineering,
mathematics (STEM), and professional fields. Just as
it has been connected to these fields since its named
birth from the technology of the defense industry,
Technical Writing has continued to follow the spread
and growth of new advancements from the STEM
disciplines. Such growth keeps it relevant to the
academic world, generally among English and
Communications scholars, as universities offer
students courses, concentrations, and even majors in
technical writing.
Despite Technical Writing’s modern
relevance, research on its history is surprisingly
limited. History here does not refer to its literal
history, as it is easy to follow the progression of
technical writing from ancient history into the modern
era. The literal chronological progression is only half
of Technical Writing’s history. Older technical writing
work was generally never referred to as such in its own
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day and age, even pieces modern readers would
identify as obvious examples of the form. In a similar
vein, technical writing from its early named era often
falls outside the styles and forms modern writers
would classify as technical. The contrast here reveals
the weakest area of technical writing study: its
conceptual history. Over the period ranging from the
World Wars, when the term technical writing first
came into use, to the present day, Technical Writing
evolved, from a synonym for written data, into a
unique discipline, distinct among writing forms both
by its defining characteristics and its proximity to
technology. This evolution, produced by a cultural
shift in the understanding of the discipline, cannot be
attributed to specific academics and English
theoreticians; the ambiguity may explain why research
on the subject is limited, as the lack of historical
figureheads makes it challenging to pinpoint distinct
events that hypothetically formulated the modern
concept of technical writing. These limitations restrict
us from producing a strict timeline, but we may instead
establish the framework of one. By observing a variety
of contemporary scholarly opinions and discussions of
technical writing, we can create a reasonably accurate
picture of how academic thought came to define the
discipline of Technical Writing.
This paper intends to create such a picture of
technical writing’s history to begin to fill the gaps in
the established understanding of its historical
progression. To demonstrate the progression, this
paper’s discussion is comprised of three main sections
that examine both the historical academic discussion
on technical writing and the current state of the
discipline this discussion produced. First, I consider
and expound on how technical writing is defined in the
present based on current scholarly thought. This
section defines the endpoint that academic study
eventually reached, allowing the paper to track the
path of developing thought over time as it made its
way there. Next I look briefly at the literal history of
technical writing from early civilization to the postwar
era. Reiterating this information, though it has been
researched and presented before by others, is critical
here as grounding context, establishing the foundation
of the discipline from which academic discussion
sprung. Finally, I examine several speeches,

presentations, and papers written by academics and
professionals, in both the STEM and writing fields,
from the 1950s onward. Presenting these historical
views in a roughly chronological order, I analyze their
ideas for advancing technical writing, extrapolating
from them to create a picture of how the broader
community progressed technical writing from a
subdiscipline of engineering to a wholly distinct area
of writing.
Technical writing as a study, discipline, or
even concept cannot be meaningfully discussed until
we first develop a definition for it. The word technical
does it no favors, as it suggests that technical writing
exists only as a utilitarian extension of the STEM
fields. Many modern academic courses on the subject,
such as those provided by the University of Alabama
in Huntsville, expand the subject’s title to suggest
broader applications: Technical and Professional
Writing. Well-intentioned retitling may clear away the
misunderstanding that technical writing is exclusive to
STEM, but at best it only expands the field’s visible
job prospects while simultaneously burdening it with
an unnecessarily cumbersome new title that pulls more
focus away from “writing”. Academics have generally
left behind their past relegation of technical writing to
a secondary tool of engineers as their study of the field
advanced, and therefore this paper too will reject the
literalization of “technical writing” into “writing on
technical topics.” In place of defining technical
writing by its topics, then, we must instead define it by
the style and rhetorical techniques to which it adheres.
I do not draw such a definition from the ether
but, rather, draw it from the historical progression of
academic discussion on technical writing. Couture
frames this way of defining technical writing (and
writing of a similar nature) as “rhetorical” rather than
“technical”: “Often, we confuse rhetorical categories
with technical categories, a problem particularly
troublesome in studies of professional discourse.
Engineering writing, for instance, can stand as a
rhetorical category but not as a technical category”
(Couture 10). When the concept is restructured, as
Couture does, into a topic of rhetoric, it becomes clear
why defining technical writing by its subject matter is
too reductive to be meaningful. The range of types and
topics of work a technical writer could hypothetically
perform, even when narrowed down to the “technical”
STEM fields, is too broad to be useful as a definition
of any significance. Similarly, individuals in these
fields may produce material that, despite falling under
the literal categories of technical and writing, would
not be considered “technical writing.” For example,
one can easily reject transcription of raw data, though
it is technical, from the title of technical writing,

demonstrating the inaccuracy of framing technical
writing as a technical category. Technical Writing’s
proximity to technology is worth an addendum to its
definition, but it does not itself make a useful
definition. If technical writing cannot be strictly
defined by its subject, then, we must instead define it
by its style.
When considering the styles that distinguish
the unique field of Technical Writing, we may again
return to Couture’s analysis of the topic. Couture looks
to categorize technical writing in the context of its
professional production in the workplace (Couture
26). Her decision to maintain this connection in her
definition is fair as, though we reject defining
technical writing on material terms, most technical
writers produce their work in a professional
environment, and thus they write stylistically based on
that environment’s concerns. The foremost of these
concerns, as identified by Couture, are readability and
accommodation; Couture’s chosen terms here sound
perhaps too interchangeable to effectively describe
two distinct topics, though, so I will instead refer to
them respectively as clarity and flexibility in writing.
Clarity in technical writing is the writer’s use of
language, style, and format to effectively deliver
information and instruction to the reader. The
standards that govern what is classified as “effective”
vary, but formal guidelines issued by technical
writing-related organizations put a heavy focus on
prose. The American Institutes for Research, in their
guidelines for document design, advise foremost that
writers use active voice and direct address and avoid
nominalizations in favor of action verbs (28). These
style guidelines demand a writing style that is simple
and direct, distinguishing technical writing within its
fields of application from the more passive and
frequently dense style of more strictly scientific
writing.
The plurality of “fields” regarding technical
writing’s applications also characterizes its second
major concern, flexibility. Couture’s definition of
flexibility calls it “effacing one’s own identity to best
accommodate the professional needs of a variety of
audiences” (28-29). This variety in professional needs
returns to the previously discussed reason why
technical writing cannot be usefully defined by its
subject matter, as its very nature is to be applicable to
many professional contexts. Too many professional
fields call on technical writing to produce too many
kinds of documents for the discipline to be easily
categorized; while any individual piece of writing, and
many fields of writing as well, has a defined audience
and purpose, the flexibility of technical writing defines
it on its breadth of both. Technical writing’s range of
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potential purpose ties flexibility back to clarity, as
truly effective technical writing understands and
practices the minute but critical requirements of style
that distinguish each of its myriad applications.
Thus, from combining these two principles,
clarity and flexibility, while still acknowledging its
relation to the technical fields, do we arrive at a
definition of technical writing fit for practical use.
Technical writing is instructing or accommodating
writing, composed with a focus on audience
accessibility and flexibility of format, that generally
accompanies and augments technology.
For clarity’s sake I have preceded historical
analysis of technical here with a fully developed
definition of the topic. Ideally the foundation of
understanding established here will act as a basis by
which past attitudes towards technical writing may be
compared to each other as they developed over time. I
must emphasize though that, in the earlier days of
technical writing, as a named domain of work,
contemporaries still defined the discipline largely in
the manner rejected by modern definitions, classifying
it as all writing related to STEM. Many devoted
academics took many years of research and argument
to instead establish technical writing as a rhetorical
category. So then, when examining older discussions
on technical writing, a reader must consider the source
carefully to determine in which way the author has
elected to deploy the phrase. Through this kind of
informed analysis, patterns emerge from historical
accounts that underpin their overtly spoken shift in
attitude toward technical writing; as contemporary
academics began to consider technical writing’s style
over this subject, they recognized better its place as a
distinct and valid discipline of the humanities.
Technical communication (a broad category
that shares the rhetorical goals of technical writing but
encompasses it alongside other disciplines which do
not necessarily involve writing in the strictest sense of
the word) has had a long and storied history, one which
dates back to astrological observations transcribed by
ancient civilizations like the Babylonians and Aztecs.
O’Hara notes Muhammad ibn Musa al-Khowarizmi, a
Persian scholar who lived in the 12th century, as one of
the earliest great technical communicators; AlKhowarizmi, best known as the inventor of algebra,
published his many findings in science and
mathematics in instructive manuscripts in what could
be considered foundational examples of technical
writing. Looking past the technical writing of ancient
history, the rapid advancements of the Renaissance
from the 14th to 17th centuries set the stage for great
progress for technical communication, particularly
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writing. Scientific study, technology, philosophy, and
academia blossomed, watered by the purse of rich
patrons, and the ability to capture the wealth of new
knowledge in writing spread widely as Gutenberg’s
movable type printing press found its way to new
publishers throughout the western world (O’Hara 1).
Eisner picks out from this period Geoffrey Chaucer as
a key technical writer of the era. Though better known
for his magnus opus The Canterbury Tales and his
many smaller poetic works, the 14th century English
author also produced Treatise of the Astrolabe, a work
explaining to his son Lewis the usage of an astrolabe
(an antiquated tool for astronomical measurements) in
what has been labeled “the oldest work written in
English upon an elaborate scientific instrument”
(Eisner 179). Chaucer’s early piece laid a foundation
for the introduction of technical writing principles into
the English-speaking world. As these western nations
continued into the Industrial Age, technical
communication continued with them, fed by the
continuous development of new technology and often
housed by the rapidly growing number of scientific
and academic journals published to document the era’s
advancements.
I must note briefly before continuing that to
apply the term technical writing to these earlier
centuries is technically anachronistic. Neither alKhowarizmi nor Chaucer would have called what they
did technical writing. The concept of Technical
Writing as a job title (though O’Hara notes it was not
yet recognized as a profession) at last came to rise in
the era of the two World Wars.
Though industrial innovation and new
scientific advances had bolstered technical
communication in the past, the war era saw these
factors energized through national defense spending.
The United States, Britain, and other nations pumped
funds into weapons, medicine, computing technology,
transportation, and any other industry potentially
useful to the military to get the edge on their
opponents; it was in the wartime period that many
modern innovations sprang forth as money and
resources were funneled into the burgeoning militaryindustrial complex (O’Hara 2). Important as these
inventions were, for both the scientific fields that
created them and the militaries for which they were
designed, these wartime advances also underlined the
importance of the rising field of Technical Writing.
Incomprehensibly complex new technology like the
atom bomb and the computer needed documentation,
specifications, and user instruction – and so writing
rose as a critical skill for the scientist and the engineer
in an early form of modern-day technical
communication.

Technical writing continued to grow in utility
in the post-war period, as the United States’ economy,
bolstered by wartime spending and expansion of
industry, saw an increase in consumer goods. These
goods included, importantly, many new forms of
consumer-ready electronics thanks to the invention of
the transistor in 1947, an innovation which allowed
advanced devices to be smaller, more powerful, and
significantly cheaper for purchasers (O’Hara 3). These
purchasers, consumers generally lacking the technical
expertise of scientists and engineers, needed
documentation and manuals to explain these new
technologies, and such newly necessary writing was
firmly in the domain of the technical writer. While
technical writing work began to enter the field of mass
consumption, the military field continued to dominate
its use as the Cold War drove the development of new
defense technologies and scientific developments.
This cycle of military innovations becoming consumer
products maps much of the United States’
development of technology, and the cycle served to
cement the establishment of Technical Writing as a
critical discipline in the professional environment.
At this point in American history, technical
writing was a generally recognized type of work, but
it still was not seen as its own field of writing. One can
understand the reductive historical view as placing
stress on the wrong half of the term: instead of
technical writing, the job was perceived as technical
writing, an extension of technical work in the sciences
and engineering. The common definition of technical
writing as a tangential subskill resulted in dismissive
attitudes towards the field, attitudes most often
captured in the historical record by those who instead
opposed them. Morris Freedman, an English professor
at the University of New Mexico, noted in 1959:
Technical writing occupies a curious status
today. It is not quite an independent
profession, yet many companies, indeed
some industries, find that they cannot
function without divisions devoted to various
forms of technical writing and editing. In
spite of this, they regard technical writers not
quite as technicians, not quite as writers…
Since the profession is a very new one, few
persons have entered it directly. Most
technical writers are refugees from
engineering and science, from writing, or
from the teaching of English. Like most
refugees, the technical writer has not fled
under the happiest of circumstances, nor does
he remain in exile often enough with a sense
of having found his place. Many technical

writers who were converted from would-be
poets or novelists, or from the teaching of
English, yearn to get back to their original
pastures. I presume that there must be some
frustrated scientists and engineers who have
similar yearnings (Freedman 53-54).
Freedman’s account reveals the challenges
obstructing Technical Writing’s maturation into a
respected field of writing. Such a field could not form
when, as Freedman found, his contemporaries’
definitions of technical writing not only failed to grasp
the importance of writing but also misunderstood the
nature of writing completely. Discussing the state of
Technical Writing education, he argued that
engineering and science classes’ propensity to neglect
the humanities led to students having “only the
remotest idea of what writing involves. [They] will
confuse writing with having a large vocabulary and
knowing the rules of syntax and punctuation,
capacities which many illiterate persons can achieve
quickly and easily” (Freedman 54). Freedman feared
such a conflation of the word writing in technical
writing with stenography, worrying about the
tendency of both STEM and English faculty to limit
writing instruction for engineers to transcription.
Internal conflicts like these held back both writers and
engineers.
Conflicts on the importance of writing to
technical writing, and conflicts on technical writing’s
place as either a technical job or a writer’s job, appear
in other academic discussions of the time. The 1962
National PGEWS Symposium raised the question in
its title: “Engineering Writing and Speech: An Art or
a Science?” Opinions clashed. In the second
presentation of the symposium, Edward Galinsky of
IBM declared, “Does the technical writer clarify and
improve the engineer’s material, or does he destroy the
true meaning?... In that the argument is continuing,
both sides must be right.” His speech approached
technical writers almost as an invasive species
encroaching on the engineer’s territory; the writer, in
Galinsky’s view, muddles the engineer’s meanings in
egoistic fits of overconfident self-expression when
they should instead restrain themself to checking for
misspellings and inaccurate punctuation (Galinsky 7).
Galinsky’s attitude, nigh-on hostile, is too fringe for us
to extrapolate other contemporary reactions towards
technical writing from it directly, but his central
uncertainty (put mildly) towards the validity of
technical writing as a profession does track with
contemporary academics’ records of the times. While
some were suspicious of technical writing, still others
were uncertain of its existence. W. Earl Britton wrote
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in 1965 about his experiences in discussing technical
writing with academic peers:
ALTHOUGH THE DEAN of an engineering
college once denied the very existence of
technical writing, many of us are confident of
its reality. But we are not sure that we can
convince others of its uniqueness. This
uncertainty deepens when we observe the
variety of activities incorporated under this
label, as well as those that barely elude its
scope… In view of the confusion, there is
little wonder that a teacher in this field should
often be asked, even by colleagues, "What is
this technical writing you teach, and how
does it differ from any other?" (Britton 113).
One may recall, from the earliest parts of our definition
development, a challenge in categorizing technical
writing near identical to what Britton recounts here;
that is, technical writing’s boundaries in the sense of
content are too indistinct to be used to define it. From
the lack of definition Britton captures the difficulty of
grasping Technical Writing as a discipline: neither
unfortunately unnamed dean of engineering nor fellow
faculty in the realm of English were ready to recognize
Technical Writing and claim it as their own. From
suspicion to hostility to doubt, the long-running but
only newly named field seemed in danger of being
smothered in the proverbial cradle, and, as stories of
confusion and ambiguity show, the greatest culprit
was the lack of a clear definition.
If it was a definition the new and mysterious
field of Technical Writing called for, then it was a
definition its academic proponents were going to find.
Britton, for example, followed his mournful tale of his
colleague’s failure to understand technical writing by
positing “In addition to satisfying this query, a truly
helpful definition should go much further and
illuminate the tasks of both the teachers and authors of
technical writing” (Britton 113). Britton’s latter point
illustrates another argument for the necessity of a
workable definition beyond what his predecessors had
created: technical writers - demonstrably needed
boundaries to clarify and validate their work, but first
their teachers needed - a structured definition so they
could pass it down to their Technical Writing students.
Britton suggested such a structure himself: “I should
like to propose that the primary, though certainly not
the sole, characteristic of technical and scientific
writing lies in the effort of the author to convey one
meaning and only one meaning in what he says… And
the reader must be given no choice of meanings”
(114). Britton’s definition, though impressive for an
early invention, is still imprecise. He asserts accurately
that clarity is a key feature of technical writing but, on
its own, clarity does not distinguish a piece of writing
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as technical writing. Nevertheless, Britton’s shift of
the definition of technical writing, placing the focus
squarely on the writing half of the phrase, was a major
step forward in furthering the understanding of the
discipline. As a new field, Technical Writing
depended on teachers adopting and spreading it to
legitimize it professionally, and English professors
like Britton were often the ones quickest to aid it by
developing its definition.
Engineers during this time also began to
consider the need for a stronger Technical Writing. At
the same conference where Galinsky decried the
interfering technical writer and the havoc they
wreaked on the engineer’s work, George Arnold of the
now defunct defense contractor Sperry Rand
Corporation delivered a presentation on the art of
technical writing. Arnold, rather than choosing to offer
an explicit definition, chose to discuss the principles
of good technical writing, but these early principles are
what implicitly form most common modern
definitions. In a flashback to the previously discussed
guidelines from the American Institutes for Research
(or, in a historical sense, a flashforward), Arnold
argued for the return of personal pronouns and active
voice to technical writing, as in his view “the
circumlocutions we have invented to avoid them in
engineering prose have not improved our writing
efforts” (Arnold 1). He also pushed for writing
principles of concision both in presenting overall
information and on a sentence-to-sentence basis, a
writing idea not directly mentioned in the AIR
guidelines but reflecting Britton’s call for clear,
unambiguous writing. Arnold’s principle-based
approach to discussing technical writing, as opposed
to focusing on its subject matter, demonstrates
Couture’s idea of a “rhetorical category.” By creating
a framework for technical writing based on its key
elements, Arnold defined the discipline in every sense
except calling it a definition.
Arnold’s principles for the improvement on
technical writing on writing grounds clashed with
Galinsky’s desire for less editing of engineers’ writing
by technical writers. Whereas Galinsky argued that
technical writers often twisted the meanings of their
subjects, Arnold believed “what passes for
engineering writing today [as] too rigid, dehumanized
and deliberately anti-artistic” (1). When considered in
the light of our formulated definition of technical
writing, Arnold’s argument here expands Britton’s
definition to resemble something closer to ours by
bringing in the idea of flexibility. By adding flexibility
to clarity, Arnold’s principles for better technical
writing demonstrate an understanding of the need to
write for other audiences and other formats beyond

that which a singular engineer might personally
encounter: “Too often we assume a narrow, restricted
audience. It is easy to assume that the person reading
our words on paper will have the same background and
knowledge of the subject that we have” (5). Besides
expanding on Britton’s definition, Arnold again
clashed with Galinsky’s idea of the infallible engineer.
Even the cleverest engineer could not predict every
tech illiterate audience who might eventually need to
read his data, and it was for these users outside the
engineer’s sphere of jargon that the technical writer
wrote. Arnold’s user-focused approach to technical
writing was forward-thinking for its time, clashing
directly against the wider professional attitudes
towards the discipline. History has made it quite clear
which approach to the field won out, as the concepts
and styles for which Arnold advocated still appear in
modern technical writing and Technical Writing
education.
The developing discourse around technical
writing, propelled by academics like Britton and
Arnold, continued to mature as the years advanced.
Britton in particular remained relevant. Even though
he was but one voice among many calling for a new
definition of technical writing, his work was directly
cited and expanded upon by other writers in later, more
developed analyses. One of these writers, David
Dobrin, a professor of Technical Communication,
approached the field by asking what makes a piece of
writing technical: “‘Technical,’ rather, has the force of
an adjective; there is something about the writing itself
which is technical… An adequate answer to the
question, ‘What’s technical about technical writing?’
is a definition of technical writing, and quite naturally,
there have been many of them” (Dobrin 227). Dobrin
examined three other contemporary definitions of
technical writing, Britton’s among them, and found
them lacking. Two of them he dismissed as vague to
the point of uselessness: “They are simple because
they define a difficult concept in terms which are
equally difficult and then leave those terms undefined”
(228). Britton’s call for technical writing to “convey
one meaning and only one meaning in what he says,”
on the other hand, received special attention. Dobrin
did not reject Britton’s definition like the others, but
he did note that it lacked nuance, arguing that it missed
the complexity of context in language and the subtlety
of meanings that even superficially simple messages
carry. From this criticism Dobrin produced, through a
lengthy philosophical discussion on the universalist
and monadist views of language too abstract to be
important here, a simple definition that better captured
the essence of the field: “Technical writing is writing
that accommodates technology to the user.” Dobrin
specified that the key word of his definition was

writing and explained the use of technology in the
definition: “‘Technology’ is more that an array of tools
or procedures. It extends to the way human beings
deploy themselves in the use and production of
material goods and services” (242-243). Dobrin’s
choice to separate these elements from the definition
itself is perhaps somewhat messy, but the elements
themselves are critical to Dobrin’s well-rounded
definition of technical writing.
One can observe in Dobrin’s definition, and
in his addendums, many of the key ideas seen in more
recent works which I in turn used to develop this
paper’s definition of technical writing. Most important
of these ideas is the centrality of writing in technical
writing, Dobrin’s essay helpfully spelling out directly
what other writers had been arguing for decades. Also
important in his definition is the rhetorical emphasis
on user-focused writing and specifically the principles
I have called clarity and flexibility that center technical
writing in practice around the needs of the user
(presciently, Dobrin used the term “accommodation”
almost a decade before Couture, backed by research,
used it in her own contribution to the discourse). Even
Dobrin’s definition of technology, which he
acknowledged as still indistinct, demonstrates
technical writing’s relationship with science and
engineering: not defined by or totally beholden to
those fields, but applied to them, and fields like them,
in the sense that it makes them accessible to the user
in ways common among all of them. Dobrin’s
definition is the last this paper will dwell on; his
nuanced conclusion effectively reflects the
culmination of half a century of academic debate and
scholarly research to define technical writing as what
it is today.
Though Britton, Arnold, Dobrin, and Couture
are not the only writers to have shaped the modern
understanding of technical writing, or even necessarily
the most important ones, the path their arguments trace
across the decades demonstrates the cumulative
accomplishment of academics in producing today’s
understanding of the discipline. Technical Writing’s
literal roots could be traced to the earliest writers of
ancient Egypt and Greece, to Gutenberg’s introduction
of the form to the English-speaking world, or to the
explosion of new technologies in the World War and
postwar eras that produced the field in its modern
form. The field, as we know it, would likely not be the
same if not for the scholarly voices who worked to
elevate it, first as a distinct form of writing, then as
writing that, in Dobrin’s words, “accommodates
technology to the user.” A thorough understanding of
technical writing’s history must recognize the work
that made it the well-established and thriving
professional discipline it is today.
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